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Once he has found his mate he won’t let anything come between them…butOnce he has found his mate he won’t let anything come between them…but
will his determination be enough to save them with danger closing in fromwill his determination be enough to save them with danger closing in from
every side…?every side…?

Like the others he has come with, Carter is in a strange land with strange customs…but his only hope of clearing his

name…and finding his mate is to master this “dating” thing. His biggest challenge is keeping his dragon in check as

he searches for a descendant of dragons worthy to be claimed… 

Amy has had it with dating, and she has had it with her sickly spells. Sometimes it feels like nothing will change for

her. But on this one fateful night, just as danger starts to close in from every side, she will soon see that life can change

on a dime. 

Will their fated union prove to be a blessing for them both? Or will it be just another chapter of almost unbearable

challenge and ultimate destruction to add to their respective stories… 

This is a 40k Standalone Dragon Shifter romance that contain No Cheating, No Cliffhangers and an HEA. For a
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limited time also please enjoy a few select bonus stories.

Warning: This ebook contains mature themes and language and is meant for 18+ readers only.Warning: This ebook contains mature themes and language and is meant for 18+ readers only.
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